CHAPTER V
PROCEDURE IN THE EARLY STAGE
we are now in a position to set before the teacher a.
suggestive type of lesson procedure for the early stage
embodying the principles laid down in previous chapters.
The reader must bring to his consideration of this lesson
type two cautions: one, that in no case does it indicate
an invariable lesson framework into which each lesson,,
irrespective of time or difficulty, is to be fitted as a.
single whole ; the second, that so long as the main prin-
ciples of the teaching are observed a good deal of variety
in procedure is to be encouraged, lest the teacher fall
too easily into a routine and the pupil into boredom.
No fixed Lesso?i Form
As regards these cautions it is as well to. impress,1,
especially upon the trained teacher, that too mucb
stress may easily be laid on each lesson, in its period
in the time-table, forming a complete Jesson unit. So-
long as each fresh step in the teaching is really taken by
the pupils, so long, in other words, as the lesson is
really taught and driven home, and thus makes its-
substantial contribution to the pupil's progress, the
question whether a particular fixed programme or sue*
cession of lesson steps, answering to the teacher's idea
of an ordinary -lesson, is or is not taken completely and
in order, and that within the period for the purpose, is
of minor significance. As a kind of support for the
inexperienced teacher to begin or fall back upon, thi&-
fixed lesson framework has its value, but, as soon as
ever he is familiar with it and has fathomed the princl^
pies upon which it is built up, any teacher worth his salt
will at once begin applying the same principles- in
different ways, and putting to the trial other promising
expedients and devices. >

